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ABSTRACT
The identification of the global mode shapes in multi-dataset vibration tests with the classic Frequency
Domain Decomposition is carried out by identifying each dataset individually and by merging the indi-
vidual mode shape parts with aid of the reference mode shape components. It turns out that, in case of
closely spaced modes, the mode shape parts in the different datasets are computed from subspaces that
are affected differently by the closest modes. In this circumstance, the global mode shape vectors formed
by merging all the mode shape parts might not yield well-defined global shapes. In other to overpass this
issue, another strategy is proposed in this paper to force the mode shape parts corresponding to each
dataset to be in the same subspace, and thus, yield global mode shapes with clearer configuration. The
efficiency of the proposed strategy is demonstrated using an application example in the final part of the
paper.

Keywords: Modal Identification, Frequency Domain Decomposition, Multi-dataset Identification, Global
Mode Shapes

1. INTRODUCTION

The classic FDD [1, 2] uses the data-driven spectra estimates - or the so-called periodogram or Welch’s
method [3], as it is known from scientific literature - as primary data to estimate the natural frequencies
and their corresponding mode shapes. When dealing with multi-dataset vibration tests, the identification
of the global mode shapes with classic FDD is carried out basically by identifying the modes shape
parts from each dataset and by, subsequently, merging the identified mode shape parts with aid of the
reference sensors to yield global mode shapes of the tested structure. A detailed description of the classic
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multi-dataset FDD can be found, for instance, in [4].

Under varying operating conditions, however, the measured datasets are excited differently by the op-
erating/ambient conditions. In this circumstances, it is not always possible to extract the same physical
modes from every measured dataset. In addition to these identification issues, the estimated global mode
shapes might present unclear modal configuration if the modes are not well excited in all the measured
datasets and/or if closely spaced are being estimated. In order overcome these issue, a new scaling ap-
proach based on geometric projection of the individual mode shape parts is described in [7]. In [5, 6, 9]
this problem is addressed from the parametric modal identification perspective by merging the different
datasets into a global data structure, which is subsequently used as primary data by the parametric modal
identification techniques.

In this contribution, another approach is used to estimate the global mode shapes from multi-dataset
output-only vibration data with FDD technique. The innovative aspects of this approach with regard to
its classic FDD are related to the fact that: (i) rather than classic periodogram, the correlation-driven
spectra [3, 8] are used as primary data to estimate the natural frequencies and global mode shapes; and
(2) the identification of the global mode shapes is performed by taking the singular value decomposition
of a global spectrum matrix which is assembled by stacking the spectrum matrix of the different datasets
on the top of each other.

The application of the proposed correlation spectrum based FDD is assessed and compared to the classic
periodogram-driven FDD in the final part of the paper by means of a multi-dataset output-only vibration
test of a pedestrian bridge.

2. BACKGROUND THEORY

2.1. Correlation driven Spectrum Estimation

The multi-dataset FDD introduced in this paper uses the correlation spectra matrix (also known from
literature as “correlogram” spectra [3, 8]) as primary data rather than the periodogram spectrum (also
known as “Welch’s” spectrum). The non-parametric spectrum estimation from correlation functions is
accomplished by taking the discrete Fourier Transform of the correlation function, Rk ∈ RNo×No , as
follows

Gyy(ω f ) =
L

∑
k=−L

wkRke−jω f k∆t (1)

where Gyy(ω f ) ∈ CNo×No is the spectrum matrix computed at the discrete angular frequencies, ω f , with
No denoting the number of measured sensors used in the output-only vibration test; L is the maximum
number of time lags at which the correlation matrices are estimated; wk denotes a window function
used to minimize the leakage and the statistical errors of the higher correlation lags on the resulting
spectral matrix, ∆t is the sampling interval and j =

√
−1 stands for the imaginary unit. The correlation

driven spectrum is widely used as primary data in parametric output-only modal identification, as seen,
for instance, in [8], [10] and [11]. A detailed description of the non-parametric spectrum estimation
technique based correlation functions can be found, for instance, in [3].

2.2. Pre-Scaled Global Mode Shapes

In classic periodogram spectrum based FDD, the identification of the global mode shapes are carried out
by taking the SVD of the spectral densities corresponding to each patch individually and subsequently
merging the obtained mode shape parts together with aid of the reference mode shape components that
are common to all datasets. It turns out that, in presence of closely spaced or poorly excited modes, the
accuracy of resulting global mode shapes obtained by merging all the mode shape parts can be compro-
mised, leading to unclear global mode shape configurations. In this circumstances, the main advantages



of using the correlation spectrum driven FDD in multi-dataset OMA with regard its periodogram spec-
trum driven counterpart is that, since the leakage on the spectrum estimates is minimized by making use
of an exponential window, the spectral densities of each dataset can be stacked on the top each other
to form a global spectral matrix. This merging strategy has been widely explored in parametric modal
identification to yield the global mode shapes (as seen, for instance, in [6, 5, 11]), and is herein extended
to the non-parametric modal parameter estimation with the correlation spectrum FDD. In order to con-
struct this global spectral matrix, it is convenient to partition the spectra matrix of the ith patch, Gyy,i, as
follows

Gyy,i =
[

Gyyre f ,i Gyymov,i

]
=

[
Gyre f yre f ,i Gyre f ymov,i

Gymovyre f ,i Gymovymov,i

]
, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np} (2)

where Gyyre f ,i ∈ CNo×Nre f and Gyymov,i ∈ CNo×Nmov are the cross-spectra between all the responses
and the reference responses, and cross-spectra between all the responses and the roving responses;
Gyre f yre f ,i ∈ CNre f×Nre f , Gymovyre f ,i ∈ CNmov×Nre f , Gyre f ymov,i ∈ CNre f×Nmov and Gymovymov,i ∈ CNmov×Nmov

are the auto-spectra matrix of the reference responses, the cross-spectra matrix between the roving and
reference responses, the cross-spectra matrix between the reference and roving responses and the auto-
spectra matrix of the roving responses, with Nre f and Nmov standing for the number of reference and
moving sensors, respectively, and the subscript i denoting the ith measured dataset; and Np stands for
the number patches used in the multi-patch output-only vibration test. Once the spectra matrix of each
patch is partitioned according to eqs. (2), the global (scaled) spectrum matrix containing all the patches,
Gs(ω) ∈ C(Nre f +Np Nmov)×Nre f , can be computed for each frequency line, ω f , as follows

Gs(ω f ) =


Gyre f yre f ,R(ω f )

Gymovyre f ,1(ω f )Gyre f yre f ,1(ω f )
−1Gyre f yre f ,R(ω f )

...
Gymovyre f ,Np(ω f )Gyre f yre f ,Np(ω f )

−1Gyre f yre f ,R(ω f )

 (3)

where Gyre f yre f ,R ∈ CNre f×Nre f is the reference spectra matrix used to scale the spectra matrix of each
patch. In [6], it is proposed that this matrix should chosen as the average over the reference spectra
matrices of the different patches, i.e

Gyre f yre f ,R(ω f ) =
1

Np

Np

∑
i=1

Gyre f yre f ,i(ω f ) (4)

By following the merging strategy synthesized by eq. (3), one scales the spectra matrix of each patch
before the identification takes place. This is illustrated by the identification flowchart depicted in Fig 1.
This strategy has been widely applied to estimate the global mode shapes using parametric modal iden-
tification techniques, as verified, for instance, in [6, 5]. The underlying idea of this strategy is that, by
stacking the pre-scaled spectra matrix of each patch on the top of each other, one forces the different
mode shape parts to be in the same subspace. In this paper, this idea is extended to the non-parametric
identification with FDD. In this case, the identification of the global mode shapes is carried out by simply
taking the SVD of the formed (pre-scaled) global spectrum matrix, Gs(ω f ), as

Gs(ω f ) = UGs(ω f )SGs(ω f )VH
Gs
(ω f ) (5)

where UGs(ω f ) ∈ C(Nre f +Np Nmov)×(Nre f +Np Nmov) is matrix containing the global singular vectors, SGs(ω f )

∈ C(Nre f +Np Nmov)×Nre f is matrix containing the corresponding singular values and VGs(ω f ) ∈ CNre f×Nre f

is a unit singular vectors matrix, with (•)H denoting the Hermitian (conjugate transpose of a complex
matrix). Once the singular value decomposition is computed, the global mode shapes, ΦG, can be esti-
mated from the singular vectors, UGs(ω f ), just like as in classic periodogram-driven FDD.
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Figure 1 Identification flowchart with the proposed correlation spectrum driven FDD

3. APPLICATION EXAMPLE

The application example consists of a pedestrian footbridge located in Copenhagen area, Denmark. The
“Grevestien” Footbridge, as it is known, was constructed to cross the Køge Bugt Motorway (E20/E47)
right next to the exit 28. This 10 year old footbridge, which is owned by ‘The Danish Road Directory’,
has a total of four spans and is basically composed by four concrete columns and a continuous pre-
stressed concrete girder, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Figure 2 Photo of the Grevestien Footbridge located in Copenhagen area, Denmark [15]
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Figure 3 Locations and measurement directions of the reference (blue dots) and roving (red dots) sensors used in
the multi-dataset vibration test of the “Grevestien” Footbridge [15]



The middle column was cast in-situ together with the concrete girder, whereas the rest of the marginal
columns are simply supporting the main deck of the structure. Further details about the structural system
and dimension of the “Grevestien” Footbridge can be found in [15] and references cited therein. The
multi-dataset vibration test was carried out to assess the influence of the human-structure interaction on
the dynamic performance of footbridges [15]. The ambient-induced responses of a total of 40 sections
were measured along length of the structure by means of 38 different datasets to yield its global mode
shapes with a high spatial resolution. A total of the 14 geophone sensors was used in each dataset
to record the vibration responses of the footbridge in velocity. The sensors mounting locations and
measurement directions adopted in the vibration test are indicated in Fig. 3. Each dataset was recorded
with a sampling rate of 100 Hz for 10 mins.

3.1. Identification with Classic FDD technique

The classic multi-dataset FDD technique [4] was applied to identify the modal properties of the “Grevestien”
Footbridge using the power spectral densities estimated with the periodogram approach from the mea-
sured velocity responses. The identification was performed with the commercial software ARTeMIS Pro
Modal (v4) [14], by making use of the geometrical model of the foot-bridge created based on the dimen-
sions shown in Fig. 3. The velocity vibration responses of the 38 acquired datasets were filtered with a
band pass filter defined by a bandpass frequency range of 0.1-25.0 Hz. Afterwards, the power spectral
densities were computed from the filtered data signals with a resolution of 2048 frequency lines.

Figure 4 Vibration modes of the “Grevestien” Footbridge identified with the classic FDD technique

Next, the power spectral densities estimated from the filtered signals were used as primary data by the
FDD technique to identify the natural frequencies and the corresponding global mode shapes of the
“Grevestien” Footbridge. The variations of the singular values computed from the spectral densities of
the reference sensors over frequency lines are shown in Fig. 4. A total of 11 vibration modes were clearly
identified in the frequency range of 0-25 Hz by simply picking the peaks in the singular values plot. The
identification of the natural frequencies with classic FDD consists of identifying the frequencies that
correspond to each picked peak.

The identification of the global mode shapes, on the other hand, is basically carried out in two steps: (1)
by extracting the mode shape parts from the singular vectors of each dataset; and (2) by re-scaling the
extracted mode shape parts using the reference mode shape components to yield the global mode shapes
associated to the picked peaks. The identification results obtained with the classic multi-dataset FDD for
the “Grevestien” Footbridge are summarized in Fig. 5. By quickly inspecting the results shown in this
figure, one verifies that, owing to the varying excitation levels over the different measured datasets, some
of the global mode shapes do not present well defined modal configuration. This is the case of mode
shapes 5, 8, 9 and 10.



f1 = 2.026 Hz f2 = 3.491 Hz f3 = 4.224 Hz f4 = 5.835 Hz

f5 = 6.055 Hz f6 = 8.179 Hz f7 = 9.253 Hz f8 = 10.913 Hz

f9 = 12.720 Hz f10 = 14.990 Hz f11 = 18.066 Hz

Figure 5 Modes shapes of the “Grevestien” footbridge identified with the classic FDD technique from the peri-
odogram driven power spectral densities

3.2. Identification with Correlation Spectrum FDD technique

The application of the correlation spectrum based FDD described in section 2. is also illustrated by using
of the vibration data of the “Grevestien” footbridge. To this end, the correlation-driven spectrum of each
dataset was estimated by means of eq. (1) and used as primary data in the identification with the FDD
technique. These power spectral densities were estimated from the filtered data signals with a resolution
of the 2048 frequency lines by making use of an exponential window with a decay constant of 99.9% to
minimize the leakage.
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Figure 6 Vibration modes of the “Grevestien” Footbridge identified with FDD from the correlation based power
spectrum



Once the correlation-driven spectrum matrices of all the 38 acquired datasets were estimated, they were
stacked on the top of each other to form the global spectrum matrix, Gs(ω) according to equation (3).
Afterwards, the singular value decomposition was applied to this matrix. The obtained singular values
at the 2048 frequency lines are plotted in Fig. 6. Similarly to the classic periodogram-driven FDD,
the natural frequencies were simply identified by picking the peaks in the singular values plot. The
identification of the global mode shapes, however, was accomplished by following the strategy described
in section 2.2., i.e., by selecting the corresponding vectors from the singular vector matrices, Us(ω f ).

f1 = 2.0142 Hz f2 = 3.491 Hz f3 = 4.223 Hz f4 = 5.835 Hz

f5 = 6.067 Hz f6 = 6.179 Hz f7 = 9.241 Hz f8 = 10.913 Hz

f9 = 12.756 Hz Hz f10 = 14.966 Hz f11 = 18.066 Hz

Figure 7 Modes shapes of the footbridge identified with the FDD technique from the correlation driven power
spectral densities
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Figure 8 Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) between the global mode shapes estimated with the classic multi-
dataset FDD and those estimated with the proposed multi-dataset FDD driven by the correlation spectrum



The identification results obtained with the proposed multi-dataset FDD driven by correlation power
spectrum densities is summarized in Figs. 7. Comparing these results to those shown in Fig. 5, its veri-
fied that they are in very good agreement, in terms of natural frequencies, with the results obtained with
classic multi-dataset FDD technique. When comparing the global mode shapes, however, it is verified
that the correlation spectrum driven multi-dataset FDD provided mode shapes with clearer modal con-
figuration. The gain in accuracy of the global mode shape estimates provided obtained with correlation
spectrum driven FDD becomes particularly more evident when the global shapes of modes 5, 8, 9, 10
and 11 are compared. This gain is also quantified by means of the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC)
values shown in Fig. 8.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel multi-dataset FDD driven by correlation spectral densities is introduced. The
underlying idea of this approach is to identify the natural frequencies and global mode shapes of vibration
from a global spectral matrix containing pre-scaled spectral matrices of all datasets stacked on the top of
each other. One of main advantages of this approach with regard to the classic periodogram-driven multi-
dataset FDD is that it forces the mode shape parts of the different datasets to be in the same subspace and,
therefore, tends to provide well-defined mode shape configurations. In order to assess the accuracy of the
proposed multi-dataset FDD, the technique was applied to the vibration data acquired in a multi-dataset
output-only vibration test of footbridge. By comparing the results obtained with such approach to those
provided by the classic FDD, it was verified that the former provides global mode shape estimates with
clearer modal configurations.
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